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Fig. 1. Simulation of a car drifting through a tight hairpin corner based on an optimization time integrator with strong coupling between rigid bodies and
deformable solids. The simulation model consists of nine non-linear potential energies: linear FEM with the Stable Neo-Hookean model [Smith et al. 2018]
for the tires, constraint-based energies [Macklin et al. 2020] for the rigid body components (sliders, ball joints, direction joints, and damped springs), and
attachment constraints to couple the rigid body system for the suspension with the tires. Frictional contact potential is based on the Incremental Potential
Contact method [Li et al. 2020]. We are able to model complex simulations with SymX by virtue of succinctly defining the source energies using symbolic
expressions and obtaining global derivatives that we use to solve the optimization time integration.

Optimization time integrators have proven to be effective at solving com-
plex multi-physics problems, such as deformation of solids with non-linear
material models, contact with friction, strain limiting, etc. For challenging
problems with high accuracy requirements, Newton-type optimizers are
often used. This necessitates first- and second-order derivatives of the global
non-linear objective function. Manually differentiating, implementing and
optimizing the resulting code is extremely time-consuming, error-prone,
and precludes quick changes to the model.

We present SymX, a framework based on symbolic expressions that com-
putes the first and second derivatives by symbolic differentiation, generates
efficient vectorized source code, compiles it on-the-fly, and performs the
global assembly of element contributions in parallel. The user only has
to provide the symbolic expression of an energy function for a single el-
ement in the discretization and our system will determine the assembled
derivatives for the whole model. SymX is designed to be an integral part
of a simulation system and can easily be integrated into existing ones. We
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demonstrate the versatility of our framework in various complex simula-
tions showing different non-linear materials, higher-order finite elements,
rigid body systems, adaptive cloth, frictional contact, and coupling multi-
ple interacting physical systems. Moreover, we compare our method with
alternative approaches and show that SymX is significantly faster than a
current state-or-the-art framework (up to two orders of magnitude for a
higher-order FEM simulation).

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies→ Physical simulation.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: physically-based simulation, symbolic
differentiation, optimization time integration

1 INTRODUCTION
In the research area of physically-based simulation a common prob-
lem is to efficiently compute the solution of non-linear equations,
e.g., to simulate non-linear materials [Smith et al. 2018], to handle
collisions with friction [Andrews et al. 2022], or to resolve non-linear
constraints [Bender et al. 2014]. This problem is also highly relevant
for simulation methods based on energy minimization which have
become increasingly popular in recent years [Brown et al. 2018;
Chen et al. 2022; Gast et al. 2015; Narain et al. 2016]. Such methods
allow the user to combine different material models and constraints
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in a single simulation by formulating (typically non-linear) potential
energy functions for each component. Implicit time integration is
often performed by minimizing the sum of the inertia energy and
all potential energies, e.g., using Newton’s method.
However, this minimization process typically requires the com-

putation of the first and second derivatives of potentially very com-
plex energy expressions which might even originate from different
physical systems. Differentiating such energy expressions by hand
can be hard and very time-consuming. Energies are often only de-
fined locally for specific element types (e.g., tetrahedra). The global
assembly of their derivatives in a system with different energy ex-
pressions and different element types can also be challenging if
done by hand. Moreover, implementing and optimizing the code of
complex expressions and their derivatives is error-prone and the
software complexity increases as the number of physical systems
and energies grow.
There already exist some tools which try to solve these prob-

lems, e.g., by computing the required derivatives using automatic
differentiation. After analyzing several of these tools we defined re-
quirements that such a tool should fulfill in the context of physically-
based simulation:

• Automation: First and second derivatives should be computed
and assembled completely automatically. In this way a researcher
can focus on the energy function itself without caring about
manually differentiating it or about an efficient implementation
of the derivatives.

• Performance: The evaluation of the energy expression and its
derivatives must be fast so that it can be directly used in a pro-
duction system without further manual optimizations.

• Productivity: Fast iterations in a development process of a sim-
ulation system are desirable. Therefore, adding new energies or
modifying expressions should be fast which requires a fast update
of the derivatives and short compilation times of the resulting
expressions.

• Flexibility: A tool should be easy to integrate in existing simu-
lation systems and let the user choose their own data types and
minimization solver. Moreover, an efficient handling of systems
with changing sparsity patterns is required, e.g., to handle colli-
sions that dynamically add energy terms, or to consider topology
changes due to cutting, fracture, or spatial adaptivity.

In this paper we show in a detailed analysis that existing tools
fail to fulfill at least one of these requirements. Based on these in-
sights, we develop a new framework which computes the required
derivatives by symbolic differentiation, generates efficient vector-
ized source code, compiles it on-the-fly, and provides an automatic
assembly. This framework can easily be integrated in an existing
simulation system and helps the user to quickly investigate and
implement new energy functions in their system. We demonstrate
the benefits of our method in various experiments where we simu-
late complex non-linear materials with higher-order finite elements,
contact handling with friction, coupling of deformable solids and
rigid bodies, and adaptive cloth models. For example, Fig. 1 shows
a complex experiment, in which a car is simulated by combining
multiple energy functions to simulate non-linear deformation of

the tires, rigid-solid coupling of the rims and the tires, rigid bodies
linked by different joint types, and contact with friction.

2 RELATED WORK
In this section we first give an overview of simulation methods that
require first and second-order derivatives to guarantee robustness.
Then, we give an overview of the broad landscape of automated
approaches to compute derivatives and cover other systems from
the computer graphics literature that successfully made possible
to express complex problems in terms of succinct expressions or
programs while hiding complex optimizations from the user.

2.1 Optimization Time Integrators
Using an incremental potential formulation [Ortiz and Stainier 1999]
for dynamic problems is a common approach in computational
mechanics. Derived or related methods also have become popular in
computer animationwhere they are often referred to as optimization
time integrators.
Formulating the dynamic systems as a scalar optimization prob-

lem instead of a non-linear system of equations was shown to be
favorable for robustness and efficiency of the implementation [Gast
et al. 2015; Kharevych et al. 2006]. While this robustness is usually
associated with Newton-style methods that use a full Hessian, local
approaches such as Projective Dynamics [Bouaziz et al. 2014; Narain
et al. 2016] can be used in case of stricter performance constraints.
To still fulfill high accuracy requirements, Li et al. [2019] proposed
a different method using domain decomposition that improves ef-
ficiency especially in case of extreme non-linear and high-speed
deformations. While most of the previous works used an incremen-
tal potential formulation of backward Euler, Brown et al. [2018]
presented a corresponding formulation of the TR-BDF2 integrator
as part of a method to more accurately model dissipative forces.
Beside research to improve optimization-based methods in gen-

eral, there is also widespread use of such methods for specific appli-
cations. This includes amongst others example-based elasticmaterial
simulation [Martin et al. 2011], where potentials guide deformations
towards example data and crowd simulation which uses potentials
to avoid collisions of agents [Karamouzas et al. 2017].

Recently, optimization-based contact models gained considerable
popularity. The Incremental Potential Contact (IPC) approach [Li
et al. 2020] and its extension to Codimensional IPC [Li et al. 2021]
excel at providing robust interpenetration-free frictional contact
handling. The characteristic robustness and convergence of such
methods is subject to having access to second-order derivative in-
formation of the underlying global objective function. While con-
tact potentials with barriers in general appear to be a promising
choice for many applications, introducing them to orthogonal phe-
nomenological research projects or existing multi-physics systems
can require significant development effort. As we show later, our
framework allows users to easily integrate models inspired by IPC
into typical systems.

2.2 Differentiation
Automating the task of differentiation via computer programs has a
long history, the dissertation of John F. Nolan [1953] being one of
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the original works in the field. Over the decades that followed, the
relevancy of this field has seen huge leaps forward, and it is at the
core of today’s most advanced technologies in important fields such
as artificial intelligence. Since it is out of the scope of our work to
give an extensive review of the field, we point the interested reader
to the book by Griewank et al. [2008].

There are different strategies to differentiation. Automatic differ-
entiation (AD) is perhaps the most widely used one due to its capa-
bilities to handle derivatives of complex computer programs with
dynamic control flow. In AD, a computation graph of the program to
differentiate is built and derivative information is propagated along
with the original computation. At a very high level, AD techniques
can be divided in two main categories, backward and forward mode.
The former one is more efficient when the program has a large
number of degrees of freedom, while the latter can be more effi-
cient otherwise. In recent years, the increased interest in machine
learning has brought a lot of attention to backward AD techniques
and very powerful tools, such as TensorFlow [Abadi et al. 2016]
or PyTorch [Paszke et al. 2017], have been widely adopted. In our
setting, however, thanks to the structure of the problem, we need
to compute derivatives of local functions which depend on a rela-
tively low number of degrees of freedom, therefore forward mode
is usually preferred. We refer the reader to the work by Schmidt et
al. [2022] which presents an in-depth discussion on the efficiency
of forward and backward AD for such problems. The authors also
provide an implementation, TinyAD, that is shown to outperform
state-of-the-art tools in their applications.
On the other hand, Symbolic differentiation can be used to gen-

erate derivatives from input mathematical expressions. Dynamic
loops and branching is usually more restricted in comparison to
AD solutions, but the upside is that there is potentially more room
for static analysis and optimization of the expressions, assuming
that the target function can be described in closed form. Symbolic
differentiation used as an external tool to the main application (e.g.,
using SymPy [Meurer et al. 2017] or Mathematica [Wolfram Re-
search 2023]) has seen some criticism [Schroeder 2019] due lacking
performance and the error-prone manual work that external tools
introduce. However, efficiency concerns can be addressed by us-
ing Common Sub-expression Elimination (CSE) on the resulting
derivative expressions, which can be carried out directly in the
aforementioned tools. Recently, the work by Herholz et al. [2022]
has proven that integrating symbolic differentiation in the applica-
tion code, coupled with CSE and on-demand compilation can solve
the performance shortcomings while making the process completely
autonomous.

Further discussion on the relation between current differentiation
approaches and our work is presented in Section 6.1.

2.3 Simulation Systems and DSLs
Alternative approaches include Domain Specific Languages (DSLs)
to simplify the description and solution of specific problem classes
or systems that process or encompass an entire simulation program.
Liszt [DeVito et al. 2011] is a DSL designed to develop mesh-based
PDE solvers that allows to define data at discretization nodes, batch-
ing subsequent operations for efficient processing. Simit [Kjolstad

et al. 2016] and Ebb [Bernstein et al. 2016] are DSLs designed to
ease writing high performance simulations by splitting the problem
definition between data structures and simulation code and gen-
erating routines that avoid explicit sparse matrix assembly. More
recently, Taichi [Hu et al. 2019] and MeshTaichi [Yu et al. 2022] take
this further by allowing to switch internal data structures so the
user has the possibility to find out which is the most suitable for
their application.
Our method is an application specific approach, and as so there

are other systems that are more closely related. DeVito et al. [2017]
proposed a DSL to solve non-linear least squares problems with
first-order methods from a concise objective function definition
using symbolic differentiation at intermediate representation level.
Further, Thallo [Mara et al. 2021] presents performance improve-
ments by allowing computation and storage reorganization of the
code.
Outside of DSLs, SANM [Jia 2021] is a solver that applies the

Asymptotic Numerical Method fully automatically to problems de-
fined symbolically. ACORNS [Desai et al. 2022] generates first and
second-order derivatives of target functions defined in the main ap-
plication codebase at build time. Herholz et al. [2022] propose a code
generator that transforms programs that symbolically define sparse
operations into compiled high performance applications that avoid
expensive sparse data structure bottlenecks. Similarly, Dr.Jit [Jakob
et al. 2022] compiles per-scene kernels to accelerate execution times
in the context of physically-based differentiable rendering. All three
approaches employ either automatic or symbolic differentiation to
internally generate derivatives from the user problem definition.

SymX follows the general philosophy of splitting core definitions
(elemental energies and simulation discretization) from the internal
procedures and data structures (evaluations and assembly), while
also providing efficient differentiation facilities. To our knowledge,
none of the aforementioned methods fulfill all of the requirements
established in Section 1, some are too specialized to other applica-
tions, not flexible enough in terms of discretization and sparsity or
in general not efficient enough especially considering second-order
derivatives. However, we refer to Section 6.1 for an in-depth discus-
sion about the feasibility of applying specific methods listed herein
for our application.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Many physical models used in simulation satisfy the following ordi-
nary differential equation

M ¤v = f (x) = −∇𝐸 (x), ¤x = v. (1)

Here M is the mass matrix, x is a vector containing some variant
of positional degrees of freedom of the discrete system, v similarly
contains the velocity degrees of freedom, f is a discrete representa-
tion of the forces acting on the system and 𝐸 is a scalar potential
function. This ODE does not readily hold for rigid bodies without
the introduction of a kinetic map [Bender et al. 2014], but in the
interest of a simpler presentation we leave this aspect out of the
present discussion. In general, dissipative forces like friction and
damping do not have an associated scalar potential 𝐸, but it is often
possible to work around this restriction by lagging the dissipative
force in some fashion [Li et al. 2020].
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To compute one time step of size Δ𝑡 for this problem, we may for
example use the reformulation of Backward Euler as an optimization
problem (cf. [Gast et al. 2015; Kugelstadt et al. 2018; Narain et al.
2016]) to obtain the incremental potential

𝐸BE (x) :=
1

2Δ𝑡2

M 1
2 (x − x̃)

2 + 𝐸 (x) = 𝐸inertia (x) + 𝐸 (x), (2)

where x̃ = x(𝑡)+Δ𝑡v(𝑡)+(Δ𝑡)2M−1fext, fext is the vector of constant
external forces, and the associated update rules are

x(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = min
x
𝐸BE (x)

v(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 1

Δ𝑡
(x(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) − x(𝑡)) .

(3)

Other integrators will have a different formulation for the incremen-
tal potential and different update formulas, but in general we can
describe the associated minimization problem as a sum of energy
functions

min
𝑢

∑︁
𝑖

𝐸𝑖 (u;P𝑖 ) (4)

in which we have used the state vector u to describe the degrees of
freedom, as for some applications it may favorable to pose the mini-
mization problem either in terms of positional or velocity degrees of
freedom. The abstract quantity P𝑖 represents the parameters of the
energy function 𝐸𝑖 , i.e., the data of the problem that is not dependent
on the state u.

Usually, energies can be decomposed into a number of smaller con-
tributions. For example, the total strain energy 𝐸strain =

∑
𝑒 𝐸strain,𝑒

for a deformable finite element model is the sum of the individual
element strain energies 𝐸strain,𝑒 . To capture this inherent structure
of the problem, we introduce abstract elements to the formulation.
In practice, an element is an entity that has a contribution to the
global potential energy, e.g., a tetrahedral finite element to simulate
a deformable solid, a rigid body or a contact point between two
objects. Each energy 𝐸𝑖 then gets associated with a set of elements
E𝑖 where it is defined and evaluated. We now replace Eq. (4) with
our general problem formulation

min
u
𝐸 (u) =

∑︁
𝑖

∑︁
𝑒∈E𝑖

𝐸𝑖 (R𝑒u;P𝑖,𝑒 ) , (5)

where u denotes the global degrees of freedom and R𝑒 is the selec-
tion operator that extracts the degrees of freedom specific to the
element 𝑒 . P𝑖,𝑒 are the parameters specific to element 𝑒 for energy
𝑖 . In other words, R𝑒 maps global to element-local quantities, and
in consequence an energy 𝐸𝑖 operates only on element-local inputs
of the same size. Its definition is independent of a specific element;
only the parameters change.

Each energy function 𝐸𝑖 (û;P𝑖 ) is therefore a function of a generic
vector û with fixed input size, evaluated for each associated element
in E𝑖 . Since the number of distinct energy functions 𝐸𝑖 is typically
a small constant, each associated with a particular discretization of
some physical phenomenon, it is possible to symbolically represent,
differentiate and generate code for each 𝐸𝑖 , and finally assemble the
final derivative of 𝐸 by summation.
Under the assumption that 𝐸 (u) is at least 𝐶1 continuous, we

can efficiently solve (5) with an appropriate choice of optimizer
(see [Nocedal and Wright 2006]). First-order optimization methods

require the gradient ∇𝐸, and second-order methods require the
Hessian H as well. For particularly challenging problems — such
as those involving stiff materials or challenging contact — first-
order methods may converge too slowly, and second-order methods
are preferable, such as variants of Newton’s method. Although our
method can be used with first-order methods, it is substantially more
difficult to obtain efficient second-order derivatives, and therefore
our framework brings evenmore to the table when usedwith second-
order optimizers.

3.1 Example: Deformable solids
We now demonstrate how to formulate a motivating example within
the mathematical framework of (5). We wish to simulate a de-
formable solid with the non-linear Neo-Hookean material using
a linear tetrahedral finite element discretization and the Backward
Euler integrator, subject to gravity. We let u = x be the global vector
of deformed vertex positions, and each element is associated with
four vertices, forming a local vector x̂ = R𝑒u = R𝑒x ∈ R12 contain-
ing the deformed vertex positions stacked in an element-local vector.
From this we can compute the deformation gradient F𝑒 = F𝑒 (x̂) of
the element [Sifakis and Barbic 2012], which is constant across the
element for the case of linear elements.

In general, the strain energy density𝜓 = 𝜓 (F) for a hyperelastic
material model depends only on the deformation gradient F. The
strain energy density for the Neo-Hookean model is given by

𝜓NH =
`

2
(𝐼𝑐 − 3) + `log(det(F)) + _

2
log2 (det(F)) , (6)

where ` and _ are the Lamé parameters and 𝐼𝑐 = tr(F𝑇F) [Smith
et al. 2018].

With the deformation gradient and strain energy density in hand,
we can compute the strain energy for the element by integrating
the strain energy density over its domain 𝐾𝑒 , obtaining

𝐸NH,𝑒 (x̂) =
∫
𝐾𝑒

𝜓𝑁𝐻 (F)dX = 𝑉𝑒 𝜓
𝑁𝐻 (F𝑒 (x̂)) . (7)

Here 𝑉𝑒 denotes the volume of the element. We can formulate the
inertia energy necessary for the Backward Euler incremental poten-
tial (2) in a similar fashion, and our total energy function for the
minimization problem (5) becomes

𝐸 (x) = 𝐸inertia + 𝐸NH =
∑︁
𝑒

𝐸inertia,𝑒 (R𝑒x) +
∑︁
𝑒

𝐸NH,𝑒 (R𝑒x) . (8)

Since the gradient and Hessian are computed by our framework,
only the energy functions 𝐸inertia,𝑒 and 𝐸NH,𝑒 need to be provided
in symbolic form by the user.

4 SYMX FRAMEWORK
We give a general overview of the framework in Section 4.1. The
symbolic engine which is the core component of our framework
is introduced in Secion 4.2. Finally, we discuss the required matrix
assembly in Section 4.3. While we use a specific application example
in this section to explain the components of our framework in detail,
it is not limited to this use case and more complex applications are
discussed in Section 5.
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Fig. 2. Overview of a simulation step with the SymX framework. Left: The input is a discretized model and energy functions. In our application example we
use a tet mesh and the inertia and Neo-Hookean strain energy functions. Center: The user has to implement a symbolic definition of these functions. The
framework will then compute the element gradients and Hessians by symbolic differentiation, generate and compile efficient code, and assemble the element
contributions to get the full gradient and Hessians. Finally, these terms can be used in a Newton solver to perform a simulation step for the deformable bunny.

4.1 Overview
Computing and implementing first- and second-order derivatives
needed for effective optimization manually can be time-consuming
and error-prone. Our SymX framework solves this problem and
provides an efficient method to compute the gradients and Hessians
for all energy functions in a simulation. It can be directly integrated
in an existing simulation system and there replaces the gradient
and Hessian computation required for the minimization process.
Fig. 2 shows how the minimization problem of the deformable

solids example in Section 3.1 is solved using our framework. For
the simulation model on the left, the user has to implement math-
ematical expressions (center). Then our framework generates an
expression graph and determines the derivatives using symbolic
differentiation. For an efficient evaluation of an expression and, as
required, its first and second derivative, SymX generates vectorized
code, compiles it on-the-fly, and performs an automatic assembly
of the resulting matrices in parallel. Finally, the user can combine
several expressions that should be minimized and link their sim-
ulation data and connectivity information with the symbols used
in the expressions (see Fig. 3). This enables our framework to au-
tonomously loop over all elements, gather the data, evaluate the
compiled expressions, and assemble the results.

In the following subsections we will explain the individual steps
for our application example in more detail.

4.2 Symbolic Engine
The core of the SymX framework is our symbolic engine. As input
the engine requires a symbolic mathematical expression for each
energy of the minimization problem (5). The implementation of such
an expression is straightforward. The only difference to a typical
C++ implementation is that instead of using numerical standard
types such as double or float, our symbolic types Scalar, Vector

and Matrix must be used. The framework provides functionality
like operator overloading and common linear algebra for these types.
Fig. 2 shows the symbolic expressions of the Neo-Hookean potential
energy and the inertia energy for the application example described
in Section 3.1.
Instead of directly executing the instructions of a symbolic ex-

pression, our engine generates an expression graph. In this graph
each node represents either a user-defined symbol, a constant value
or an operation applied to the result of its child nodes. So far SymX
supports arithmetic and trigonometric operations, square roots and
logarithms. Conditional branching is a special type of operation
that is discussed in Section 4.2.4.
In the following we describe the components of our symbolic

engine step by step using the example of Section 3.1. However,
keep in mind that our framework can also handle far more complex
configurations (e.g., coupling multiple materials, using higher-order
elements, handling collisions etc.) as we will show in Section 5.

4.2.1 Symbolic Differentiation. In the first step our framework com-
putes the derivatives of the mathematical expressions by symbolic
differentiation. A derivative with respect to a symbol is determined
by traversing the expression graph recursively and applying deriva-
tive table look ups.

The expression graphs of the gradient and the Hessian typically
often contain the same operations for different matrix entries. Eval-
uating such duplicate expressions can become a significant per-
formance problem. Therefore, we use the expression compression
technique of Herholz et al. [2022]. In this way each expression is
only evaluated once and duplicate entries use a cached result. In
our example the expression complexity of the Hessian of the Neo-
Hookean energy expression (see Fig. 2) was reduced by ~75%, from
7517 to 1873 operations.
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1 // Simulation data (uninitialized for brevity)
2 std::vector <std::array <double , 3>> x, x0, v0, a, x_rest;
3 std::vector <double > lumped_mass;
4 double time_step , mu, lambda;
5 std::vector <std::array <int , 4>> tets;
6 std::vector <int > nodes;
7

8 // Create global energy and symbolic arrays
9 GlobalEnergy G;

10 Array X = G.make_dof_array(x); // DoF!
11 Array X0 = G.make_array(x0);
12 Array V0 = G.make_array(v0);
13 Array A = G.make_array(a);
14 Array X_REST = G.make_array(x_rest );
15 Array M = G.make_array(lumped_mass );
16 ConnectivityArray TETS = G.make_connectivity(tets);
17 ConnectivityArray NODES = G.make_connectivity(nodes );
18

19 // Define energies
20 G.add_energy("Neo -Hookean strain tet4", TETS ,
21 [&]( Energy& E, Element& TET)
22 {
23 // Create local symbols from the arrays
24 std::vector <Vector > xe = E.make_vectors(X, TET);
25 std::vector <Vector > Xe = E.make_vectors(X_REST , TET);
26 Scalar m = E.make_scalar(mu);
27 Scalar l = E.make_scalar(lambda );
28

29 // Define energy
30 E.set(neohookean_strain_energy_tet4(Xe, xe, m, l));
31 });
32

33 G.add_energy("Inertia", NODES ,
34 [&]( Energy& E, Element& NODE)
35 {
36 // Create local symbols from the arrays
37 Vector x = E.make_vector(X, NODE);
38 Vector x0 = E.make_vector(X0, NODE);
39 Vector v0 = E.make_vector(V0, NODE);
40 Vector a = E.make_vector(A, NODE);
41 Scalar mass = E.make_scalar(M, NODE);
42 Scalar dt = E.make_scalar(time_step );
43

44 // Define energy
45 E.set(inertia_energy(x, x0, v0, a, dt, mass ));
46 });

Fig. 3. Map the simulation data and connectivity information (lines 2-6) to
symbolic arrays (lines 10-17) to compute the Neo-Hookean strain energy
for all tets (line 20) and the inertia energy for all nodes (line 33) as defined
in our application example.

4.2.2 Code Generation and Compilation. Once we have the expres-
sions for a function and its derivatives, we need to evaluate them
for the elements. To perform the evaluation efficiently we first tra-
verse the expression graph and generate C++ code containing all
operations. The generated C++ function operates as a black box,
reading from an array of inputs and writing to an array of outputs.
For example, the C++ function to evaluate the value, gradient and
Hessian of the Neo-Hookean energy defined in Fig. 2 with respect
to the vertices of a tet in the deformed configuration x𝑒 has 26 in-
puts (12 for X𝑒 , 12 for x𝑒 and two for ` and _) and 157 outputs (1
for the energy value, 12 for the gradient and 144 for the Hessian).
After generating the C++ code, it is compiled on-the-fly (using stan-
dard compiler optimizations) at the beginning of the simulation and
loaded as a binary shared object.

4.2.3 Data Mapping. To evaluate a compiled function we first need
to determine the correct indices for all inputs and outputs which cor-
respond to a set of selected degrees of freedom and element parame-
ters (cf. Eq. (5)). Since the number of indices can be large (see above),
a manual implementation can be time-consuming and error-prone.
Therefore, we introduced the types Array and ConnectivityArray
in our framework which allow amapping of simulation data (e.g., po-
sitions, velocities, . . . ) and connectivity information (e.g., tetrahedra,
triangles, edges, . . . ) to their corresponding symbolic representation,
respectively. In this way the indexing of inputs and outputs can be
handled automatically by the framework.
An example is shown in Fig. 3, where in lines 10-15 the data is

mapped and in lines 16-17 the connectivity. Arrays which represent
the degrees of freedom for the minimization must be defined in a
special way (line 10) so that the framework knows that it should
compute the derivatives with respect to these symbols. Scalar pa-
rameters can be defined directly from variables (lines 26, 27, 41, 42).
In lines 20 and 33 we can then simply define energy functions for all
tets and nodes, respectively, and our system will resolve all indices.
Note that our framework keeps track of changes in the simulation
data arrays so it can easily handle topology changes of the problem,
e.g., due to dynamic collision response or adaptive mesh refinement.

4.2.4 Extensions. In the following we introduce extensions which
are required for more complex simulations or to improve the per-
formance of the system.

Branching. SymX supports differentiation and code generation
of expressions with arbitrary nested branching using the command

Scalar res = branch(Scalar& c, Scalar& a, Scalar& b);

where 𝑐 is a conditional variable, the expression 𝑎 is used if 𝑐 ≥ 0,
and𝑏 is used if 𝑐 < 0. In this way it is possible to implement energies
with functions like min, max, abs and sign. In our experiments
we use branching, for example, to implement the signed distance
function of a capped cylinder. This function is used for collision
detection (see Fig. 1). Note that since it has 47 branching points once
it is unrolled, it is tedious to differentiate it manually and even if
the code of the derivatives is generated automatically by a tool, the
integration of the code is hard. The implementation and integration
in a simulation using our framework was simple and just took a few
minutes.

Conditional evaluations. A common use case in simulation is
branching where the value of the second branch is zero, e.g., when
modeling contact using inequality constraints. In this case the en-
ergy function is defined in combination with an activation condition:

𝑒 =
∑︁
𝑒∈E

𝑒𝑒 , 𝑒𝑒 =

{
𝑒+𝑒 if 𝑐𝑒 > 0

0 if 𝑐𝑒 ≤ 0,
(9)

where 𝑒+𝑒 is the energy of element 𝑒 and 𝑐𝑒 is its activation function.
To handle such expressions efficiently, SymX also compiles the
activation function and uses it to gather all active elements for the
evaluation. In this way we can avoid the evaluation and assembly
of zero energy terms and the corresponding derivatives.
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Fixed value summations. In numerical simulation it is common
to have an inner loop per element over a set of constant data. For
example in FEM simulations we have to evaluate an energy density
function multiplied with integration weights at a set of fixed inte-
gration points. In general, we can formulate this abstractly as the
energy function

𝐸 =
∑︁
𝑒∈E

∑︁
𝑘

𝐸 (R𝑒u;P𝑒 ,P𝑘 ) (10)

for some energy contribution 𝐸, where P𝑘 are the parameters spe-
cific to the inner iteration 𝑘 . In the example with integration points,
P𝑘 includes the 𝑘-th quadrature weight and point.
While it is possible to handle such energies by adding each iter-

ation of the loop to the expression graph, this approach becomes
expensive for complex expressions and even for moderate iteration
counts. To solve this problem SymX compiles a single function for
a symbolic set of inner iteration parameters and call the function
multiple times with updated inputs. This approach scales very well
to complex models and discretizations so that SymX is well-suited
for higher-order FEM simulations as we demonstrate in Section 5.2.

Caching compiled functions. The symbolic differentiation, code
generation and compilation typically takes less than one second for
most expressions. However, in case of complex expressions or simu-
lations with many different energies, recompiling all expressions
can slow down the development process significantly. Therefore,
SymX only differentiates and compiles new expressions or modified
ones. This is implemented by computing an SHA256 hash for each
expression and storing it in the compiled object. This feature enables
fast iterations in the development process of complex simulation
systems.

Parallelization and vectorization. To accelerate the evaluation of
the expressions we parallelize the loop over all elements using
OpenMP. Furthermore, vectorization is used internally in the frame-
work to evaluate multiple elements per compiled function call at
the same time.

4.3 Assembly
In our application example we only have one set of degrees of
freedom. However, in this section we want to describe the assembly
for the more general case of having multiple sets of degrees of
freedom u0, . . . u𝑛 , e.g., one set for deformable solids, one for cloth
models, and one for the rigid body system. Example simulations are
shown in Section 5.

In SymX, all sets are concatenated into a global vector u. This con-
catenation establishes a global indexing of the degrees of freedom,
which is automatically considered by SymX during the assembly
step. The linear system associated with a Newton iteration then
takes the form
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, (11)

where𝐸 is the global energy of the simulation. The diagonal blocks in
the global Hessian matrix contain the second derivatives of internal
energies to a physical system, such as strain energies for deformable
objects, while off-diagonal blocks contain the second derivatives of
inter-system interactions, such as collisions or attachments.
SymX has a default custom concurrent data structure to build

and return the global Hessian and the gradient. This data structure
is based on the Blocked Compressed Row Storage (BCRS) sparse
matrix format. However, our framework can also return the local
gradients and Hessians of the elements together with the global
indices. In this way existing simulation systems can easily use their
own data structures.

5 APPLICATIONS
In the previous section we introduced our framework for a typi-
cal application example in the area of physically-based animation.
However, SymX is not limited to this specific problem. Therefore,
in the following we show how complex problems in the area of
physically-based simulation can be solved using our framework.

5.1 Non-Linear Material Models
In a simulation system it is often desirable to implement different
material models with different properties. To demonstrate that it
is easy for a user to extend their simulator by new materials when
using SymX, we implemented five different material models in an
experiment: the As-Rigid-As-Possible (ARAP) model as described by
Lin et al. [2022], the fixed co-rotational by Stomakhin et al. [2012],
St. Venanant-Kirchhoff (StVK), and both Neo-Hookean and Stable
Neo-Hookean models as described by Smith et al. [2018]. The last
material is the most complex one. However, its implementation in
SymX is straightforward, took only a few minutes, and just requires
a few lines of code:

void stable_neohookean_energy(Energy& E, Matrix& F,
Scalar& volume , Scalar& lambda , Scalar& mu)

{
Scalar mu_ = 4/3*mu;
Scalar lambda_ = lambda + 5/6* lambda;
Scalar alpha = 1 + mu_/lambda_ - mu_ /(4* lambda_ );

// Eq. (14) in [Smith et al. 2018]
Matrix C = F.transpose ()*F;
Scalar detF = F.det ();
Scalar Ic = C.trace ();
Scalar Psi = 0.5* mu_*(Ic - 3) +

0.5* lambda_ *(detF - alpha).powN (2) -
0.5* mu_*log(Ic + 1);

E.set(volume * Psi);
}

The code for all the materials method can be found in Appendix A.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the materials in a simulation of
a stretched cube. The result shows the characteristic deformation
behavior of the material models, which is comparable to the results
of Smith et al. [2018]. Note that a manual implementation of the ma-
terial energy, its derivatives, and the assembly is far more complex
than the code shown above.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of different material models in a simulation of a
stretched deformable cube. From left to right: As-Rigid-As-Possible, fixed
co-rotational, St. Venant-Kirchhoff (StVK), Neo-Hookean and Stable Neo-
Hookean material.

5.2 Higher-Order Finite Elements
In our application example we used a linear FEM discretization to
illustrate how our pipeline works. However, SymX is not tied to any
particular discretization and can also be used in higher-order FEM
simulations. For higher-order elements, numerical integration rules
are often used, so that the total deformation energy of an element
is given by

𝐸𝐹𝐸𝑀𝑒 =

𝑝∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖 det(J𝑒0)𝜓
(
F(𝝃 𝑖 ,X𝑒 , x𝑒 )

)
, (12)

where 𝜓 is the strain energy density function, 𝑝 is the number of
integration points, and 𝑤𝑖 represents the quadrature weight. The
integration point 𝝃 𝑖 is defined in the coordinate system of the refer-
ence element, and J𝑒0 = J𝑒0 (𝝃 𝑖 ) is the Jacobian of the mapping from
the reference element to the physical element in the undeformed
configuration (see, e.g., Wriggers et al. [2008]).

For brevitywe assume in the following code that the functions jac
and psi are already defined to compute the Jacobian for an element
and the strain energy density, respectively. Then the following code
shows the implementation of Eq. (12) in SymX:
void fem_integration(Energy& E,
std::vector <Vector >& Xe, std::vector <Vector >& xe,
std::vector <std::array <double , 4>>& integration_points ,
std::function <Matrix(std::vector <Vector >&,Vector&)> jac ,
std::function <Scalar(Matrix& F)> psi)
{

Scalar sum = E.add_for_each(integration_points ,
[&]( Vector& ip)
{

Scalar w = ip[0];
Vector xi = Vector ({ip[1], ip[2], ip [3]});
Matrix J = jac(Xe, xi);
Matrix j = jac(xe, xi);
Matrix F = j*J.inv();
return psi(F)*w*J.det();

}
);
E.set(sum);

}

Since the integration points are usually constant for an element
type, we can employ the fixed summation feature of SymX (see
Section 4.2.4). As a result, only the evaluation of 𝜓 at a generic
integration point needs to be differentiated and compiled. Note that

Fig. 5. Comparison of linear (left), quadratic (center) and cubic (right) finite
elements in a simulation of a stretched and twisted cube.

in the code above we can use different functions to compute the Ja-
cobian and different sets of integration points to quickly implement
different types of finite elements. Fig. 5 shows a comparison of linear,
quadratic, and cubic finite elements. To set up this experiment we
had to implement higher-order finite elements in our simulation
system. To extend the simulator by the higher-order elements, an
experienced user only required about 20 minutes using SymX. This
clearly shows how powerful tools like SymX are since implementing
these types of elements manually and optimizing the code would
typically take much more time.

5.3 Contact and Friction
Contact handling with friction is an important part in the simula-
tion of deformable solids and rigid bodies and often increases the
complexity of the simulation model and the simulation software.
Recently, Li et al. [2020] introduced the Incremental Potential Con-
tact (IPC) method which is a robust approach to handle contact
with friction. In this section we show how some components of this
approach can be implemented in our framework.

First, we define a contact potential energy as

𝐸𝑐 (𝑑) =
{
−𝑘𝑐 (𝑑 − 𝑑)2ln(𝑑/𝑑) if 𝑑 < 𝑑

0 if 𝑑 ≥ 𝑑,
(13)

where 𝑘𝑐 is the barrier stiffness, 𝑑 the unsigned distance to the
contact surface and 𝑑 the computational distance accuracy target.
The corresponding code in SymX is
void contact(Energy& E, Scalar& k_c , Scalar& d,

Scalar& dh)
{

Scalar potential = -k_c*(d - dh).powN (2)*ln(d/dh);
E.set_with_condition(potential , d <= dh);

}

Second, we derive the following potential energy from the IPC
friction model

𝐸𝑓 (𝑦) = `𝑓𝑛

{
− 𝑦3

3𝑦2
+ 𝑦2

𝑦
+ 𝑦

3 if 𝑦 < 𝑦

𝑦 if 𝑦 ≥ 𝑦,
(14)

where 𝑦 = ∥TΔv∥2 is the sliding contact velocity with the contact
projection matrix T ∈ R2×3 and the relative velocity Δv = v𝑎 − v𝑏
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Fig. 6. Robust contact handling in a simulation of an armadillo which is
extremely deformed by animated cylinders.

between the contact points 𝑎 and 𝑏. 𝑦 is the slide/stick velocity
threshold, 𝑓𝑛 is the contact pressure and ` is the Coulomb’s friction
coefficient. This energy is implemented in SymX as

void friction(Energy& E, Vector& va, Vector& vb,
Matrix& T, Scalar& mu, Scalar& fn, Scalar& yh)

{
Vector yt = T*(va - vb);
Scalar y = yt.stable_norm(EPS);
Scalar f = branch(y >= yh , y,

-y*y*y/(3*yh*yh) + y*y/yh + yh/3);
E.set(mu*fn*f);

}

Here we can see a limitation of our method. We must use a sta-
ble norm function that forces the returned value to be zero when
𝑦 > Y, which is 10−14m/s in our experiments. The problem is that
the standard norm function leads to a division by the norm in its
gradient using symbolic differentiation. If the relative velocity is
zero, this causes a division by zero. This issue does not occur when
the derivatives are determined by hand due to mathematical simpli-
fication. This issue also occur in other symbolic differentiation tools
like SymPy [Meurer et al. 2017] which also cannot cancel out this
division without further assumptions. While our solution works
fine in practice, note that the interface of SymX also enables the user
to integrate their own code to evaluate derivatives when a better
solution is available. Further discussion about this limitation can be
found in Section 7.
Finally, we tested the contact energies in an experiment with

extreme contact forces (see Fig. 6) to show that the system enables a
robust contact handling. In this experiment an armadillo, modeled by
linear tet elements and the Stable Neo-Hookean material, undergoes
large deformations due to contact with animated rigid cylinders.

5.4 Adaptive Cloth Simulation
We implemented a simulation using a non-linear material in com-
bination with a quadratic bending model and strain limiting (see
Fig. 7), in which we used an adaptive mesh refinement strategy
to demonstrate that SymX can handle changes in discretization
topology.

Fig. 7. Our pipeline seamlessly handles changes in discretization, number of
degrees of freedom and sparsity pattern in a cloth simulation with adaptive
mesh refinement.

We use the Neo-Hookean strain energy for the cloth (using a
2D FEM integrator) and the quadratic bending energy proposed by
Bergou et al. [2006]

𝐸𝑏 (x𝑒 ) =
𝑘𝑏

2
x𝑇𝑒 Q𝑒x𝑒 , (15)

where 𝑘𝑏 is a stiffness coefficient, x𝑒 ∈ R12 are the four unique
mesh vertices of two adjacent triangles sharing a common internal
edge 𝑒 , andQ𝑒 ∈ R12×12 is the internal edge quadratic form, which
is constant during the simulation. Implementing this energy in our
system requires a precomputation of the constant matrices Q𝑒 and
just one line of code for the energy:
void cloth_bending(Energy& E, Vector& x_e , Matrix& Q_e ,

Scalar& k_b)
{

E.set(k_b * x_e.transpose () * Q_e * x_e / 2.0);
}

We employ a simple strain limiting model to avoid overstretching
the cloth. While strain limiting can be implemented by restricting
edge lengths to not extend beyond a threshold, as, e.g., shown by
Narain et al. [2012], we opt for a continuous approach using the
deformation gradient, as suggested, for instance, by Li et al. [2021].
Note that the implementation effort of both approaches is almost
identical when using our framework.
The largest singular value 𝜎1 of the deformation gradient F is

used to measure the strain of a triangle, We employ a simple cubic
penalty with user-defined stiffness 𝑘𝑠𝑙 to enforce the constraint
using a 𝐶2 potential energy:

𝐸𝑠𝑙 (F) =
{
𝑘𝑠𝑙
3 𝐴𝑒 (𝜎1 (F) − 𝜎𝑙 )

3 if 𝜎1 (F) > 𝜎𝑙
0 if 𝜎1 (F) ≤ 𝜎𝑙 ,

(16)

where 𝐴𝑒 is the undeformed area of the triangular element, 𝜎1 is
the largest singular value of F and 𝜎𝑙 is the user-defined stretch
limiting threshold. The largest singular value of a 2 × 2 matrix can
be computed using the direct method presented by Blinn [1996].
Note in the experiment we used a rather low Young’s modulus of
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Fig. 8. The trebuchet example couples a rigid body system for the trebuchet
components with a system for deformable solids to throw an elastic bunny.

200N/m to investigate the effect of the strain limiting energy. The
implementation just needs four lines of code in our system:

void cloth_linear_strain_limiting(Energy& E, Matrix& F,
Scalar& area , Scalar& sl, Scalar& k_sl)

{
Scalar s = max_singular_value(F);
Scalar C = s - sl;
Scalar e = area * k_sl * C.powN (3) / 3.0;
E.set_with_condition(e, C > 0);

}

Finally, for the adaptive mesh refinement we use a quadtree sub-
division scheme that splits cells based on the divergence of the
normals of the mesh vertices within the quadtree node. Although
our refinement algorithm is rather simple, it suffices to show that
SymX is capable of handling changes in the number of elements and
the size of the arrays, including the one of the degrees of freedom.

5.5 Coupling Multiple Systems
The ability to couple multiple interacting physical systems, each one
with its own list of degrees of freedom, is an important feature of
our framework. This requires a global assembly method as described
in Section 4.3.
In this section we show simulations with multiple coupled sys-

tems where a manual implementation of the derivatives and the
logic code to put the simulation together would have taken a lot of
time and effort. Our framework just requires the initial simulation
data and one symbolic definition of each energy. This also makes
it very easy to develop complex simulation systems with multiple
people since energy definitions are independent from each other,
enhancing productivity.
First, we simulated a car model (see Fig. 1) by coupling a rigid

body systemwith joints and dampers with a deformable solid system
for the tires. For the rigid body system we use the formulation pre-
sented by Macklin et al. [2020] for the inertia energy and formulate

constraint energies using the penalty method

𝐸𝐶 =
1

2
𝑘𝐶𝐶

2, (17)

where 𝑘𝐶 is the penalty stiffness and 𝐶 the constraint function. For
two connector points 𝑎 and 𝑏 with global positions x𝑎 , x𝑏 , velocities
v𝑎 , v𝑏 and two normalized direction vectors d𝑎 , d𝑏 , we define ball
joints, direction lock constraints, and slider joints as

𝐶2
𝑏 𝑗
(x𝑎, x𝑏 ) = ∥x𝑎 − x𝑏 ∥22 (18)

𝐶2
𝑑𝑙
(d𝑎, d𝑏 ) = ∥d𝑎 − d𝑏 ∥22 (19)

𝐶2
𝑠 𝑗 (x𝑎, x𝑏 , d𝑎) =

x𝑏 − x𝑎 −
(
(x𝑏 − x𝑎)𝑇 d𝑎

)
d𝑎

2
2
. (20)

Hinge joints are simply modeled by two ball joints. Additionally,
the dampers of the car are implemented using the energy function
of a damped spring

𝐸𝑑𝑠 (x𝑎, x𝑏 , v𝑎, v𝑏 ) =
𝑘𝑠𝑝

2

( ∥x𝑎 − x𝑏 ∥2
𝑙0

− 1

)2
+

𝛼𝑑𝑝

2𝑙0

(
(v𝑎 − v𝑏 ) ·

x𝑎 − x𝑏
∥x𝑎 − x𝑏 ∥2

)2
,

(21)

where 𝑘𝑠𝑝 is the stiffness of the spring, 𝑙0 its the rest length, and
𝛼𝑑𝑝 the damping coefficient.

Each wheel of the car has its own suspension system composed
of multiple energies. A slider in combination with a damped spring
models the damper of the car and attaches a rigid body to the chassis
which is then linked by a hinge joint to the wheel rim to enable
spinning. We use an additional hinge joint for each front wheel to
steer the car. Unwanted relative rotations around the slider axes
are eliminated by direction lock constraints, which are also used to
steer the car. The tires are modeled by linear tet elements using the
Stable Neo-Hookean material by Smith et al. [2018]. Moreover, they
are connected to the rims by attaching the tire mesh vertices which
are closer than 1 cm to rim to the rigid body of the rim. Attach-
ments between different physical systems are modeled analogous
to the ball joints. Finally, contact and friction between the tires and
the floor and obstacles is handled using the contact formulation
introduced in Section 5.3.

In the second experiment we simulated a trebuchet (see Fig. 8) by
coupling a rigid body system and a deformable solid system. It uses
a mechanical compounded leverage to throw a soft bunny a long
distance. To model the trebuchet we used ball joints and added a
simple physical system for the string made of extensible segments.
The bunny consists of linear finite elements in combination with the
Stable Neo-Hookean material. Contacts are resolved with friction
using the energies in Section 5.3.

6 RESULTS
In this section we compare our framework with related approaches,
and present experiments and benchmarks.

6.1 Discussion
In this section we discuss different approaches to compute the re-
quired first and second derivatives with respect to our requirements
(automation, performance, productivity, and flexibility) defined in
Section 1.
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Manual implementation. The baseline option for many applica-
tions is to differentiate energies by hand and to manually implement
and optimize the corresponding evaluation and assembly. While
a thorough code optimization yields a high performance and the
approach is flexible, it does not fulfill the other two requirements.
Manual implementations are typically very time-consuming and
hard to maintain. Moreover, changing an energy function in a simu-
lator or adding a new one often takes much time.

Automatic differentiation. AD is often the solution of choice for
many applications that require derivatives due to its flexibility. It
is also commonly used for fast prototyping and testing. Therefore,
AD fulfills most of our requirements. However, the performance of
general purpose AD tools is too low for our application. AD excels
at differentiating complex programs with arbitrary control flow that
depend on a large number of variables. Our problem, however, is
fundamentally different: we need derivatives of relatively compact
closed mathematical expressions with respect to a low number
of variables. Moreover, many AD libraries do not support second-
order derivatives. After evaluating different tools in this field we
find that TinyAD [Schmidt et al. 2022] is the best AD candidate for
our problem. It is designed to compute the same type of derivatives
that we also find in our applications, and it outperforms established
AD libraries. To investigate if TinyAD also fulfills our performance
requirement, we perform extensive performance comparisons with
TinyAD in Section 6.

Symbolic off-the-shelf tools. Symbolic tools such as Mathemat-
ica [Wolfram Research 2023] or SymPy [Meurer et al. 2017] can gen-
erate derivatives of arbitrary degree from mathematical expressions.
However, to the best of our knowledge there is no high-performance
symbolic differentiation solution that could be directly integrated
in a simulation environment with our requirements. While some
off-the-shelf tools can generate code for the derivatives, it typically
has to be integrated manually into an existing simulation system.
Therefore, this approach is not completely automatic and also the
productivity requirement is not met due to time-consuming man-
ual steps when changing or adding a new energy function to a
simulation. Since the performance of such tools is still interesting
for our work, we analyze the performance of code generated with
SymPy [Meurer et al. 2017] and compare it to a manual solution
and SymX in Section 6.2.

Numerical differentiation. While numerical differentiation has
seen impressive advances in robustness and can provide reliable de-
rivative information, for examplewith the Complex Stepmethod [Luo
et al. 2019], it still faces the fundamental problem that it requires
multiple evaluations of the energy value itself, at least one for each
entry in the gradient and Hessian. In our testing on a linear tetrahe-
dral with a 12 × 12 Hessian, evaluating the value of the energy was
significantly more expensive than 1/144th of the runtime needed
for the whole Hessian matrix. Therefore, we consider numerical
differentiation unsuitable for our application.

Simulation systems and DSLs. While there is a plethora of relevant
systems and Domain Specific Languages (DSL) as outlined in Sec-
tion 2, we did not find a solution that fulfills all of our requirements.
This is the original motivation behind the development of SymX.

Most systems either do not support differentiation or only provide
first-order derivatives. The most relevant approaches that do indeed
support second-order derivatives are ACORNS [Desai et al. 2022]
and the method by Herholz et al. [2022]. ACORNS can generate
Hessians that must be then manually integrated in the simulation
but it does to not support dynamic branching and is outperformed
by integrated solutions such as TinyAD. The method by Herholz et
al., on the other hand, presents in fact very good performance by
reducing and compiling all the sparse queries of the application into
a single program, but this prohibits changes in the sparsity pattern
and results in very long code generation and compilation times.

6.2 Benchmarks and timings
The following simulations and benchmarks were run on a worksta-
tion containing an AMD Ryzen Threadripper PRO 5975WX with
32 cores, 3.60 GHz and 256 GB of RAM. For further optimization
we used AVX2 instructions for SIMD vectorization and OpenMP for
multithreading. All simulations are executed with double precision,
which equals to four floating point values per AVX2 instruction and
fast-math for the benchmarks. Finally, we used version 10.2.1 of
the gcc compiler.

We present two benchmarks to compare SymX, SymPy [Meurer
et al. 2017], TinyAD [Schmidt et al. 2022], and an optimized manual
implementation. Note that an expert took several hours to optimize
the hand-written code while the implementation and automatic
code generation with SymX and TinyAD just took minutes. The
implementation using SymPy took longer since the generated code
has to be integrated by hand in the simulator. In the comparisons
we want to investigate if one of the automatically generated source
codes is as fast as the highly-optimized code.

6.2.1 Single Element Benchmark. The first benchmark consists of
repeatedly evaluating the stable Neo-Hookean energy [Smith et al.
2018], its gradient and its Hessian for a single linear, quadratic
and cubic element, respectively. The results are shown in Table 1.
TinyAD is the slowest method in all three cases. While automatic
differentiation computes the expression and intermediate chain-rule
derivatives at the same time, SymX generates unrolled code for the
individual entries of the gradient and Hessian. This enables more
extensive compiler optimization resulting in code that is not only
up to 81𝑥 faster without and 207𝑥 faster with vectorization but
also has a runtime in the same order of magnitude as hand-written
optimized code. Moreover, we observe that the non-vectorized ver-
sion of SymX is as fast as the implementation derived from SymPy.
Both use the same fundamental method, thus we demonstrate that
we do not add any overhead in the evaluation by automating the
process. Furthermore, it also validates our symbolic differentiation
implementation. Finally, while our non-vectorized, generated code
is not as fast as well-optimized, hand-written code, we show that
we can close the gap in performance by automatic vectorization.

6.2.2 Simulation Benchmark. In the following we perform a bench-
mark in a physical simulation setting. Thus, we compare the total
time averaged over several time steps and Newton iterations. This
includes the evaluation time of each energy and its derivatives as
well as the global assembly. Note that for a fair comparison, we
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Table 1. Benchmark of the evaluation time 𝑡eval. of the stable Neo-Hookean
energy, its gradient and Hessian with double precision for a single linear,
quadratic and cubic finite element. Note that the timings are averaged and
only SymX uses vectorization.

linear quadratic cubic
Method 𝑡eval. [µs] 𝑡eval. [µs] 𝑡eval. [µs]
TinyAD 7.40 402 5328
Manual 0.15 2.94 24.6
SymPy 0.24 6.25 63.0
SymX (non-vec.) 0.21 5.77 65.7
SymX 0.04 1.74 19.7

Table 2. Simulation benchmark of multiple iterations of a twisting cube
example using linear, quadratic and cubic finite elements. The averaged
timings include the evaluation of the energy and its derivative as well as
the assembly. All simulation methods use our global assembly method in
this benchmark.

linear quadratic cubic
Method 𝑡total [ms] 𝑡total [ms] 𝑡total [ms]
SymX 7.61 (𝑥1.0) 9.80 (𝑥1.0) 18.27 (𝑥1.0)
Manual 6.06 (𝑥0.80) 9.37 (𝑥0.96) 15.86 (𝑥0.87)
TinyAD 42.7 (𝑥5.61) 251.1 (𝑥25.62) 6890.6 (𝑥377.15)

exchanged TinyAD’s triplet based sparse matrix assembly with our
block based assembly which is significantly faster. In the simulation
we stretched and twisted a cube with 59565 degrees of freedom
for all element types (see Fig. 5). Table 2 shows the results of the
benchmark. As previously seen, TinyAD is again the slowest with
SymX being up to 377𝑥 faster. The benchmark shows that the per-
formance of the generated code with SymX is quite close to the
manually highly optimized code. However, the development of the
code was significantly easier and faster.

6.2.3 Application Example Timings. In addition to these bench-
marks, we also recorded timings of the application examples from
Sec. 5 in Tab. 3. The time 𝑡total includes the evaluation time for the
energies and their derivatives, and the global assembly. All timings
are normalized by the number of Newton iterations. Every example
uses the Backward Euler integrator formulation used by Macklin
et al. [2020] and an off-the-shelf conjugate gradient solver for the
linear systems. Note that our system could easily be combined with
any other integrator that admits an incremental potential formula-
tion such as TR-BDF2 proposed by [Brown et al. 2018]. The results
show good scaling with an increasing number of degrees of free-
dom. Notably, in our application examples most of the time is spent
during the linear system solve which is not part of SymX. Excluding
it, most of the time is spent in assembly, while the evaluation only
takes a minor fraction. For reference, we measure our included de-
fault BCRS assembly as 6𝑥 faster than building from triplets using
Eigen.

6.2.4 Compilation Times. Finally, we also present the timings and
memory requirements associated with differentiation and compi-
lation in Table 4. Here, 𝑇diff . denotes the total time needed for
differentiating all the expressions in the simulation and 𝑇comp. the

Table 3. Simulation timings of the application examples from Sec. 5. Further-
more, the number of distinct, physical systems (rigid bodies, ropes, cloth,
deformable solids) and the degrees of freedom are given.

Fig. Scene # Sys. # DoF 𝑡total [ms]
4 ARAP 1 307623 38.56
4 Fixed Corot. 1 307623 39.11
4 StVK 1 307623 42.84
4 Neo-Hookean 1 307623 37.66
4 Stable NH 1 307623 36.75

5 Beam linear 1 189 0.1
5 Beam linear 1 1728 0.27
5 Beam linear 1 11253 1.05
5 Beam quadr. 1 975 0.9
5 Beam quadr. 1 11253 1.85
5 Beam quadr. 1 80703 11.88
5 Beam cubic 1 2793 6.65
5 Beam cubic 1 35328 8.62
5 Beam cubic 1 262353 61.76

6 Armadillo 1 195510 34.18

7 Adaptive cloth 1 6339 − 24903 4.04

1 Car Drifting 2 17220 4.45

8 Trebuchet 3 23973 5.03

time for gcc to compile the generated C++ code. Concerning the
memory requirements, the peak memory column indicates the max-
imum storage needed during differentiation and the binary size, the
sum of the sizes of the energies’ binaries. Timings for differentiation
and compilation strongly correlate to expression complexity. The
car scene for example contains many complex energy expressions
and thus takes significantly longer than the stretched cubes. Fur-
thermore, the choice of element has a significant impact. Finally,
our memory requirements both in RAM during execution and disk
space for the binaries are very modest. Additionally, our binaries
are in the order of kilobytes in comparison to the gigabytes needed
by Desai et al. [2022] or megabytes by Kjolstad et al. [2016].

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Many state-of-the-art simulation methods use a variant of Projected
Newton [Gast et al. 2015; Li et al. 2020, 2021] to prevent Newton’s
method from getting stuck due to indefiniteness of the global Hes-
sian matrix. Here the element-local Hessian contributions are pro-
jected to semi-definiteness in some way. Our system can be used
with Projected Newton by computing eigendecompositions of the
element matrices. However, this may be more computationally ex-
pensive than state-of-the-art methods for deformable solids that rely
on known properties of the eigenstructure of the material models
themselves [Kim et al. 2019; Smith et al. 2018, 2019]. We believe that
the techniques we present in this paper could be enhanced with
analytic eigenstructures to conveniently and efficiently differentiate
material models defined in terms of scalar invariants.

Although we demonstrate that symbolic differentiation and code
generation gets much closer to manually implemented code than
the alternatives, there is still room for improvement. Our current
system does not mathematically simplify the resulting derivative
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Table 4. Measurements of the compile process. These include the timings of differentiation𝑇diff . and compiling𝑇comp. . Note that for the latter, since multiple
instances of the compiler are launched, the time is roughly equal to the most expensive energy compile time. Furthermore, the table contains the peak memory
consumption, which reflects the computations related to symbols and the expression tree and the total size of the output binaries.

Fig. Scene 𝑇diff . [ms] 𝑇comp. [ms] Peak mem. Binary size
4 ARAP 16 872 55 kB 182.5 kB
4 Fixed Corot. 17 840 51 kB 178.5 kB
4 StVK 41 1121 94 kB 180.5 kB
4 Neo-Hookean 31 921 66 kB 182.6 kB
4 Stable NH 23 901 62 kB 182.6 kB
5 Beam linear 24 913 62 kB 182.6 kB
5 Beam quadratic 1453 5424 283 kB 260.4 kB
5 Beam cubic 23824 51565 1002 kB 498 kB
6 Armadillo 228 1699 453 kB 872.8 kB
7 Adaptive cloth 51 873 105 kB 383.3 kB
1 Car 236 1685 533 kB 1.0MB
8 Trebuchet 246 1699 548 kB 1.2MB

expressions besides avoiding redundant computation. It is possible
that adding this kind of capability, as done in [Herholz et al. 2022],
might help make the gap even smaller. In a similar spirit, directly
supporting vectors and matrices in the expression graph instead of
eagerly reducing all quantities to scalar operations might aid the
search for more compact expressions.
Arguably the most significant limitation of symbolic and auto-

matic differentiation is that some expressions, while differentiable,
may contain partial expressions in their expression graph that
are non-differentiable. Therefore, evaluating the result near a non-
differentiable point in the intermediate expression may cause the
intermediate result to become numerically unstable. Typically these
kind of issues occur when the scalar expression contains norms,
square roots or more generally fractional powers, as we have already
seen in the symbolic definition of the friction energy, Section 5.3.
Users may be taught to be wary of these issues in the presence of
such expressions and apply workarounds like smooth approxima-
tions provided by the framework, but ultimately this is not foolproof.
A mechanism for automatic reformulation of the expression to avoid
such problems would be an important improvement. In the interim,
we could augment our system to optionally detect such potential
problems and notify the user, so that they may try a different for-
mulation or use the stable operators provided.
In this work we presented SymX, a system to automate the dif-

ferentiation and assembly in complex simulations based on opti-
mization time integrators. SymX provides a set of symbolic types
that allows engineers and researches to succinctly define the global
energy of the simulation. Thanks to the link between these symbols
and the simulation data, SymX can apply symbolic differentiation
to the energies with respect to the degrees of freedom of the sim-
ulation and completely automate the assembly process. Thanks to
on-the-fly compilation of the derivatives code, our method has a
performance comparable to code optimized by hand.
We demonstrated the capabilities of our method in an array of

different challenging simulations and show that the code required to
express such simulation energies very closely resemble their original
mathematical counterparts. In the view of the results obtained and

the minimal code footprint needed by using SymX, we conclude that
our system can indeed significantly boost productivity by allowing
engineers to quickly compose and experiment with production-like
performance. The flexibility of our method presents a path for an
initial prototype to be gradually transitioned to a hybrid between
symbolic and manual derivatives as the user sees fit. Finally, we are
convinced that also other simulation methods like constraint-based
approaches, or even applications in different fields like geometry
processing, will benefit from our framework.
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A CONSTITUTIVE MODELS
Scalar constitutive_models_energy_density(

Matrix& F, Matrix& R,
Scalar& lambda , Scalar& mu,
ConstitutiveModels model)

{
// Eq. 14 from [Smith et al. 2018]
if (model == ConstitutiveModels :: StableNeoHookean) {

Scalar mu_ = 4/3*mu;
Scalar lambda_ = lambda + 5/6* lambda;

Matrix C = F.transpose ()*F;
Scalar detF = F.det();
Scalar Ic = C.trace ();
Scalar alpha = 1 + mu_/lambda_ - mu_ /(4* lambda_ );
return 0.5* mu_*(Ic - 3) +

0.5* lambda_ *(detF - alpha).powN (2) -
0.5* mu_*log(Ic + 1);

}

// Eq. 5 from [Smith et al. 2018]
else if (model == ConstitutiveModels :: NeoHookean) {

Matrix C = F.transpose ()*F;
Scalar Ic = C.trace ();
Scalar logdetF = log(F.det ());
return 0.5*mu*(Ic - 3) - mu*logdetF +

0.5* lambda*logdetF.powN (2);
}

// Eq. 49 from [Smith et al. 2018, Stomakhin et al. 2012]
else if (model == ConstitutiveModels :: FixedCorot) {

Matrix I = F.get_identity (3);
Scalar detF = F.det();
return mu*(F - R). frobenius_norm_sq () +

0.5* lambda *(detF - 1). powN (2);
}

// Eq. 14 and 36 from [Lin et al. 2022]
else if (model == ConstitutiveModels ::ARAP) {

Matrix C = F.transpose ()*F;
Scalar Ic = C.trace ();
Scalar detF = F.det();
return 0.5*mu*(Ic - 2*(F.transpose ()*R).trace() + 3) +

0.5* lambda *(detF - 1). powN (2);
}

// Eq. 50 from [Smith et al. 2018]
else if (model == ConstitutiveModels :: SaintVenant) {

Matrix I = F.get_identity (3);
Matrix E = 0.5*(F.transpose ()*F - I);
return mu*E.frobenius_norm_sq () +

0.5* lambda*E.trace (). powN (2);
}

}
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